
Growth Groups at CBC are a key part of our work to make disciples of Jesus Christ. In 
Growth Groups, we seek to embrace God, be equipped to live and serve and reach 
out, and engage the church, the community, and the world.  

GROWTH GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE 
No.: ____  Date: _________  Text: _________________ 
 
Connect 
Start your time together with a question: Have you ever seen, 
experienced, or heard of instances of faith-related persecution? What 
was the outcome of the situation? Were there positive results? 
 
Read Acts 6:8-7:60. 
 
Observe 
Consider some observations in this passage: 

• Describe Stephen’s character. What do we know about Stephen?  

• Why was Stephen’s ministry so effective and powerful? 

• Given Stephen’s positive character and behavior, why did he find himself at odds with some 
people? And how did the men “trap” Stephen?  

• What were the accusations against Stephen? How did Stephen’s preaching of the Gospel of 
Christ open him to false accusations? What was the Gospel that Stephen was preaching? 

• Summarize Stephen’s very long speech (a good overview of ancient Hebrew history). How 
does his speech address accusations that he is against the law and the temple? How does 
he prove that just having the law and the temple isn’t the point to Jewish religion? How 
does his history lesson on the Hebrew patriarchs support his argument?  

• What is Stephen’s closing point (51-53)? What is Stephen saying when he calls his accusers 
stiff-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears and resistant to the Holy Spirit? How does 
Stephen tie their heart attitude to the killing of the prophets and ultimately of Jesus? 

• Describe the responses to Stephen’s speech. How did Stephen respond to his assailants?  

• Notice that Saul (later named Paul) was there. What is his response to all of this (c.f. 8:1-3)? 
 
Discuss 
Time permitting, discuss one or more of these questions as a group: 

• Stephen’s character was irreproachable. Only false accusations could be made again him. 
How is Stephen’s character an important aspect of this narrative? 

• Stephen was falsely accused, incompletely tried, and hastily executed. What does this say 
about Godly people being subject to persecution for the Gospel? 

• The accusers twisted Stephen’s message to get him in trouble, and then they refused to 
consider his position once he explained it. What was motivating his accusers? And how do 
we see such twisting and refusal of the Gospel today?  

• In his speech, Stephen explained that holding the God-given land, law, and temple was not 
the substance of Jewish religion, but the religious leaders refused to hear this. What was 
the substance of Old Testament religion? In what ways might we miss still the point today? 

• Stephen took the opportunity to explain his position in a dangerous situation. What can we 
learn about communicating the Gospel clearly and wisely, even under pressure? 
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Respond 

• Consider your character or your reputation. Are you irreproachable as a follower of Christ? 
What personal characteristic or behavior might the Lord be prompting you to evaluate in 
your life? Pray about this and perhaps discuss with a trusted Christian friend. Ask the Holy 
Spirit to change this in you for His purposes. 

• Stephen communicated in word and deed despite opposition. How are you communicating 
the Gospel to the world around you—both in word and in deed. Are you communicating in 
a clear and wise and loving and gracious manner? Ask the Lord to give you opportunities to 
communicate the Gospel and ask the Holy Spirit to clearly communicate through you. 
Consider an opportunity that you might have to boldly communicate the Gospel. 

• Stephen’s accusers held on to traditions and misconceptions regarding their understanding 
of God. Consider people in your sphere of interaction. What misconceptions do you hear 
most often? Pray that the truth of the Gospel would become clear to those around you. 
Pray that any misconceptions you might hold regarding the Gospel would be made known 
and cleared up. 

 
Extend 

• Take some time to re-read Stephen’s speech. Outline the speech or sketch it out on paper. 
Look up corresponding passages from the Old Testament. Re-write the speech in your own 
words. Seek to deeply understand Stephen’s argument and why it was crucial (and 
offensive) it his listeners. 

• Over the next several days, pray for your church. Pray that the church and people in the 
church would clearly and wisely hold out the Gospel to the world around them. 

 


